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Chapter 1(4: Makarov on the Attack 



The first 
Fairy Tail 
master... 

Mavis 
Vermillion/ 



0 0 0 















I don't 
cave!!! 

I'll never 
Tet that 

happen!!!! 
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Fairy Law, 
is it? 





Magic that can add your 
existence to the memories 
of someone else. However, 
like charm magic, the 
moment one becomes 
aware that magic has been 
cast on them, the 
magic vanishes. (q ' 
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You are 
the master 

now. 



Chapter H6: The Etsence of N^i< 
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Please 
reach... 

...the one w,ho 0 

will succeed ‘ 

me... ' 





Chapter tit: I,o$t Ma*k 
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I'm over 
here/ 
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And 
Grimoire 

Heart 
doesn't 

need 
weaklings 

mn 





















Chapter 248: Fire Dragon vj. Flame God 







Hee 
Hee 
Hee/ 
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Don't say 
things Ike 
that//// 

What about 
the S-Class 

test?/ 
You’re the 
master of 
Fairy Tail, 

right? 

Take 
every¬ 
one... 

and run 
away... 





power, man 
can only 
stop and 
shiver//// 

Wa ha ha 
ha ha//// 

That's 
right//// 

What you’re 
feeling is 
fear//// 







make 
down 

Master 
Hades with 

my own 
hands!!!! 



Chapter H9: The Dragon God ) 
Gleaming Flame 
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The gods 
told me they I 

love to eat fire| 
wizards/ 





you 
mean 

this...? 
Impos¬ 
sible/ 

R dragon’s 
power Isn’t 
enough to 
eat divine 

flame/ 

' i’ll 
eat it 

myself/ 

Didn’t 
I just 
say... 









//// 

Will it be 
the dragon 

hunter, 
Makarov or 
a me... 

Who’s™ 
going to | 

be the 
first to 

crumble? 



Wa hahh / 
It was the 
dragon 

hunter who 
fell first//// 

Natsu's 
magic 
power 

vanished 

118 



r^' R trick... ?! 
. J That level 

of magic 

requKi6 2 more than 
‘ a trick...!!! 

He 
emptied 
himself 

of his own 
magic while 
inside an ^ 
enemy's 
magic... 







Chapter 110: Fairy litter# 
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I believe 
there’s 

someone 
in our guild 

who can 
defeat 
him/ 
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Chapter lit: The Great Magic World 







,.is the one 
Grimoire 
Heart is 
looking 
for... 



I don't 
intend to 

do anything 
in this age/ 

I don't want 
to see any 

more war or 
death. 
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...It looks 
like you 

won’t listen 
to reason 

in your 
sleeping 
state/ 

164 



Pon't 
ever 

under¬ 
estimate 

the 
leader 
of the 
Seven 
Kin!! 
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So you 
can’t know 

the true 
fear of 
Zeref... 

you come 
nowhere 

close to the 
depths of the 

source of 
magic. 































s&v 
Thank you for picking up Volume 26!! I'm going to put in a little 

advertisement again. There are two editions of Volume 27 too!* 

A normal edition and a special edition! In the special edition, the 

DVD is based on the idea, “What if the members of Fairy Tail were 

high-school students?” It tells the story of that alternate world. 

For those who read the original manga story, you'll see how they 

added a lot of the scenes to it! You'll want to check it out! 

Now, about the story this time... Wow! Pretty astonishing, huh? 

Hades was the previous master of Fairy ThilH What'll we do?! 

Even I don't know how this incredible plot twist will play itself 

out! (Cries.) And it seems that ever since the last volume went on 

sale, Zeref has really become a popular character. Yeah, but he's 

the enemy! He's really dark! He’d never make a silly face. 

I also hear that Merudy is extremely popular. Hm... As the author, 

I was trying to push Kain Hikaru, but I checked with a friend who 

knows grade school students, and they say, “He isn't cool, so we 

don't like him.” Hm. As this series started, the regular member 

that's had the biggest rise in popularity is Levy. They say they 

want to see her have a bigger role. So, hey! This series looks like 

it's going to be a long one, huh? 

Everyone, please come along with me for the ride, okay?! 

*The special edition is available in Japan only. 



in Volume 23, you said 
that Matsu's house makes 
an appearance in Vo/ume 
2Y, but it didn't, did itp 

Lucy: Huh...? Was it an easy thing 
to missP 

Mira: Maybe... 

a huge amount 
of post cards came asking this 
question. 

What are 
those things 
sticking out of 
Fried's headp 

): Maybe it's bedhead P 

Lucy: Hm... You don't think it could be 
a lightning mark as a member of 
the Raijin Tribe, 
could itP 

in Magnolia East Gate Park... 

r Long time no 

r But it was just 

Lucy: it seems like in the main story, 
you're in a tough spot, Mira-san/ 

Mira: Think sop But there are 
so many guild members 
taking part, it's so 
much fun/ ¥ 

| : Yeah...but...urn... Mira-san, 
you're in bad shape... 

Mira: It's time to look at our 
questions/ 

: Ta-dah/ From Vol. 24, p. 120// 

Mira: Seep There it is/ 

Lucy: If you're wondering what the 
inside looks like, it can be found 
in a Fairy Tail short story// 

Mira: So be sure to read that short 
story if you ever get the 
chance/ 

Lucy: Next question...// 

: What's the admiring look for, 
Mira-sanp 

Mira: Continuing on. 

Mow much does Lucy weighP 

j: I'm not saying/// 

Mira: You don't have to worry about 
your weight/ You've got good 
style/ 

): That isn't the problem... It 
isn't about being light or 
heavy/ It's just embarrassing 
to have to say your weight, 
and... 

Mira: hi kgp Cl oh lbs) 

J-ffy: Aaaaaaaaaa/// 

):0-05 tonsp 

: Don't go putting it in tons// 

Mira: And the final question for this time. 

I think the reason Edo/as Mira's 
personality was the same as 
norma/ is because she has two 
persona/it/es. Normal sweet Mira 
and scary Mira (Satan Sou/). 

Lucy: That's less a question and more 
one possible explanation, huhp 

Mira: Interesting. 

Lucy: I can feel a certain love for you 
in the question from this reader, 
Mira-san/ 

):Thank you, YN.-san/ ¥ 

Lucy: There are all sorts of 
explanations possible for the 
things that happened in " ' 

Mira: That's true. For example, one 
explanation for why Lisanna 
was sucked into Edolas was 
because the Lisanna in Sdolas 
had died, leaving a void, and the 
world pulled in what it needed 
to fill the void. 

Lucy: There are all sorts of 
explanations possible for the 
things that happened in Edolas. 

Mira: Actually, the anime may have an 
explanation for that. 

) : WhaP/ If the anime goes 
explaining things, what'll we do 
here in this column ?! 

: Don't you worry/ There's still a 
mountain of postcards that say, 

"This story makes 
no sense," 
out there. 

: I don't know if I should be 
happy or sad about that. 

Mira: Now I'm really interested in 
finding out what happens next in 
the main story// 

Lucy: (Or I should say, ''Mira-san, I 
hope you survive this/*) 



A There were a lot of 
illustrations of Merudy// 
Thank you// 

o o 
By sending in letters or 
postcards you give us 
permission to give your 

name, address^ postal code 
and any other information 

you include to the author as 
is. Please keep that in mind. 
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FROM HIRO n 8 5 HI n 

In addition to the regular 

release of Volume 26, there is 

also a special edition of this 

volume* that comes with a 

DVD and other features. But 

for some reason, a cat-eared 

Lucy is making a strange 

pose on the cover, and the 

insides are the same as 

Volume 26. I'm really sorry it 

was confusing. Be sure not to 

buy both the special edition 

and the normal edition by 

mistake. 

‘The special edition is only 

available in Japan. 

Original Jacket Design: Hisao Ogawa 



Translation Notes: 

Japanese is a tricky language for most Westerners, and translation is often more 
art than science. For your edification and reading pleasure, here are notes on some 
of the places where we could have gone in a different direction with our transla¬ 
tion of the work, or where a Japanese cultural reference is used. 

Page 80, Boy 
The kanji that Elfman usually uses for "man" is a kanji that men can use for "I." It's 
usually pronounced boku, but it can also be pronounced otoko (the Japanese word 
for "man"). But in this case, he uses another kanji that can also be pronounced otoko 

but is usually pronounced ro, as in the name Ichiro. The ro kanji means male or son, 
and it seems to mean someone younger than the standard kanji for "man." 

Page 87, Kagutsuchi 
In the ancient book of Japanese myths, the Kojiki, the twin gods Izanami and 
Izanagi gave birth to the Japanese islands as well as many other deities and 
forefathers of the Japanese people. One of their children was Kagutsuchi, a 
Japanese god of fire. It is said that the birth of Kagutsuchi burned Izanami 
and caused her death. 



Page 151, Lord Zeref 
There are a number of honorifics that are known to modern Japanese, but are not 

in common usage. One of the more often seen is -dono, which is a way to refer to 

a feudal lord. The honorific Ultear uses here, kyd, is less common and more polite, 

but can also translate as "my lord." 

Page 187, Silly face 
The kind of face that is referred to in Japan as a gumo face. It's the kind of despair¬ 

ing face that Makarov makes in Volume 25 in the bottom right-hand panel of page 

57. In Japanese, the face has the sound effect “gumo" right next to it. 



Preview of Fairy Tail, volume 27 

Were pleased to present you with a preview from 

Fairy Tail, volume 27, available now digitally from 

Kodansha Comics, and coming in print in June 2013. 

See our Web site (www.kodanshacomics.com) for more details! 
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Reg ulus, 
king of 
light, 

give me 
strength.. 



A century ago, the bizarre creatures known as 
CT^rnsfflyoured most of the world’s population^ 
driving the remainder into a walled stronghold^ 
Now, the appearance of an immense new TitajP 
threatens the few humans left, and one restless 
boy decides to seize the chance to fight for his 
freedom, and the survival of his species! 

© Hajime Isayama / Kodansha Ltd. All rights reserved. 



Fairy Tail volume 26 is a work of fiction. Names, characters, places, and incidents 
are the products of the author's imagination or are used fictitiously. Any 
resemblance to actual events, locales, or persons, living or dead, is entirely 
coincidental. 

AKodansha Comics Trade Paperback Original. 

Fairy Tail volume 26 copyright © 2011 Hiro Mashima 
English translation copyright © 2013 Hiro Mashima 

All rights reserved. 

Published in the United States by Kodansha Comics, an imprint of Kodansha 
USA Publishing, LLC, New York. 

Publication rights for this English edition arranged through Kodansha Ltd., 
Tokyo. 

First published in Japan in 2011 by Kodansha Ltd., Tokyo 
ISBN 978-1-61262-268-2 

Printed in the United States of America. 

www.kodanshacomics.com 

987654321 

Translator: William Flanagan 
Lettering: AndWorld Design 



TOMARE! 
V 

You're going the wrong way! 

Manga is a completely different 

type of reading experience. 

To start at the beginning, 

go to the end! 

That's right! Authentic manga is read the traditional Japanese way— 

from right to left, exactly the opposite of how American books are 

read. It's easy to follow: Just go to the other end of the book and read 

each page—and each panel—from right side to left side, starting at 

the top right. Now you're experiencing manga as it was meant to be! 


